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1. Rearrange the following six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in
the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph; then answer the
questions given below them.

(A) Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct have failed to address these issues
and deliver change.

(B) However they can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour.

(C) Companies are a powerful force for good.

(D) There are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and
damaging the environment.

(E) The Companies Bill 2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate
governance and ensure companies are accountable for their financial performance
and social impact.

(F) They provide jobs, boost economies and aid social and environmental
development.

A. Which of the following should be the FIFTH sentence after
rearrangement?

A A

B B

C C

D D



E E

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. A

Here, first sentence is sentence C as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. Companies.

Second sentence is sentence F as it further explains about the role played

by companies.

Third sentence is sentence B as now in this sentence it explains about the

issues, drawbacks of companies.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explain sentence B.

Fifth sentence is sentence A as it further explain the previous sentence

related to cons of companies.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence E as it further tells about the solution of

the issues i.e. The Companies Bill 2009 is a means to address these issues.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be CFBDAE.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

Companies are a powerful force for good. They provide jobs, boost

economies and aid social and environmental development. However they

can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour. There

are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and

damaging the environment. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct

have failed to address these issues and deliver change. The Companies Bill



B. Which of the following should be the FIRST sentence after
rearrangement?

2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate governance and ensure

companies are accountable for their financial performance and social

impact.

Hence, the FIFTH sentence is A.

A A

B B

C C

D D

E E

Solution

The correct answer is option C i.e. C.

Here, first sentence is sentence C as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. Companies.



C. Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after
rearrangement?

Second sentence is sentence F as it further explains about the role played

by companies.

Third sentence is sentence B as now in this sentence it explains about the

issues,drawbacks of companies.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explain sentence B.

Fifth sentence is sentence A as it further explain the previous sentence

related to cons of companies.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence E as it further tells about the solution of

the issues i.e. The Companies Bill 2009 is a means to address these issues.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be CFBDAE.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

Companies are a powerful force for good. They provide jobs, boost

economies and aid social and environmental development. However they

can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour. There

are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and

damaging the environment. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct

have failed to address these issues and deliver change. The Companies Bill

2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate governance and ensure

companies are accountable for their financial performance and social

impact.

Hence, the FIRST sentence is C.

A A



B B

C C

D D

E F

Solution

The correct answer is option E i.e. F

Here, first sentence is sentence C as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. Companies.

Second sentence is sentence F as it further explains about the role played

by companies.

Third sentence is sentence B as now in this sentence it explains about the

issues,drawbacks of companies.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explain sentence B.

Fifth sentence is sentence A as it further explain the previous sentence

related to cons of companies.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence E as it further tells about the solution of

the issues i.e. The Companies Bill 2009 is a means to address these issues.



D. Which of the following should be the THIRD sentence after
rearrangement?

Therefore, the correct sequence will be CFBDAE.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

Companies are a powerful force for good. They provide jobs, boost

economies and aid social and environmental development. However they

can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour. There

are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and

damaging the environment. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct

have failed to address these issues and deliver change. The Companies Bill

2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate governance and ensure

companies are accountable for their financial performance and social

impact.

Hence, the second sentence is F.

A B

B C

C D

D E



E F

Solution

The correct answer is option A i.e. B

Here, first sentence is sentence C as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. Companies.

Second sentence is sentence F as it further explains about the role played

by companies.

Third sentence is sentence B as now in this sentence it explains about the

issues,drawbacks of companies.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explain sentence B.

Fifth sentence is sentence A as it further explain the previous sentence

related to cons of companies.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence E as it further tells about the solution of

the issues i.e. The Companies Bill 2009 is a means to address these issues.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be CFBDAE.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

Companies are a powerful force for good. They provide jobs, boost

economies and aid social and environmental development. However they

can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour. There

are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and

damaging the environment. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct

have failed to address these issues and deliver change. The Companies Bill



E. Which of the following should be the LAST (SIXTH) sentence after
rearrangement?

2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate governance and ensure

companies are accountable for their financial performance and social

impact.

Hence, the THIRD sentence is B.

A B

B C

C D

D E

E F

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. E

Here, first sentence is sentence C as it introduce the title of the paragraph

i.e. Companies.



Second sentence is sentence F as it further explains about the role played

by companies.

Third sentence is sentence B as now in this sentence it explains about the

issues,drawbacks of companies.

Fourth sentence is sentence D, as it further explain sentence B.

Fifth sentence is sentence A as it further explain the previous sentence

related to cons of companies.

Sixth and last sentence is sentence E as it further tells about the solution of

the issues i.e. The Companies Bill 2009 is a means to address these issues.

Therefore, the correct sequence will be CFBDAE.

The paragraph formed after rearrangement is:

Companies are a powerful force for good. They provide jobs, boost

economies and aid social and environmental development. However they

can also cause serious problems with their irresponsible behaviour. There

are several instances of companies undermining worker's rights and

damaging the environment. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct

have failed to address these issues and deliver change. The Companies Bill

2009 is thus a means to address issues of corporate governance and ensure

companies are accountable for their financial performance and social

impact.

Hence, the last sentence is E.



Which of the phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below should replace
the phrase highlighted in the following sentence to make the sentence
meaningful and grammatically correct. If the sentence is correct as it
is and 'No correction is required', mark (E) as the answer.

2. The designs finally ready and we shall submit them for approval
tomorrow, well before the specified deadline.

A Designs finally will be

B Designs are finally

C Final designs

D Designing finally

E No correction required

Solution

The correct answer is option B i.e. Designs are finally

By looking to the sentence, we can conclude that first part of the sentence

shows that job is completed recently. Therefore, here a helping verb of

present tense is required.



Hence, “the design are finally..” should be used here.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Which of the phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below should replace
the phrase highlighted in the following sentence to make the sentence
meaningful and grammatically correct. If the sentence is correct as it
is and 'No correction is required', mark (E) as the answer.

3. Unless the government monitored the loan waiver scheme well, it is
likely to be a success.

A For the government to monitor

B Unless the government monitors

C Though the government monitored

D If the government monitors

E No correction required

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. If the government monitors

By looking to the sentence, we can conclude that it is a conditional

sentence.



Hence, “If the government monitors” should be used here as the structure

suggests.

Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Which of the phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below should replace
the phrase highlighted in the following sentence to make the sentence
meaningful and grammatically correct. If the sentence is correct as it
is and 'No correction is required', mark (E) as the answer.

4. Many Indian companies import components from China as they are
cheap compared to those manufactured locally.

A As they are cheap as

B Because it is cheaper

C Since these are cheaper

D Which is cheap

E No correction required

Solution

The correct answer is option C i.e. Since these are cheaper.

Here, there a comparison is made between two things.

Hence, comparative degree i.e. Since these are cheaper (comparative

degree) should be used here.



Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Which of the phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below should replace
the phrase highlighted in the following sentence to make the sentence
meaningful and grammatically correct. If the sentence is correct as it
is and 'No correction is required', mark (E) as the answer.

5. The main objective of hiring this consultant is in assessing that this
data can be computerised.

A Assessing that

B An assessment of

C To assess how

D For assessing that when

E No correction required

Solution

The correct answer is option C i.e. To assess how

By looking at the sentence, we can conclude that here “infinitive (to + v1)”

is required.

Here as per the structure of the sentence ‘to assess how’ should be used.



Hence, the chosen option is correct.



Which of the phrases (A), (B), (C) and (D) given below should replace
the phrase highlighted in the following sentence to make the sentence
meaningful and grammatically correct. If the sentence is correct as it
is and 'No correction is required', mark (E) as the answer.

6. Most irrigation projects have delayed due to lack of adequate
government funding.

A Have been delayed from

B Will be delayed for

C Were delaying due to

D Are delayed because of

E No correction required

Solution

The correct answer is option D i.e. Are delayed because of

By looking at the sentence, we can conclude that here, habitual routine is

shown.

Therefore, “Are delayed because of” should be used.



Hence, the chosen option is correct.
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